
Expertise

Academic Qualifications
LLM, Maastricht University, 2020
Leading Change Diploma, University of Cambridge,
2018
LLB, University of Central Lancashire, 2018

Professional Qualifications
Member of the Cyprus Bar, 2020

Summary
Antonia  Michailidi  is  a  Junior  Associate  οf  the  Commercial  Team  at  Harris

Kyriakides. She graduated from the University of Maastricht in the Netherlands

where she acquired her Masters’ Degree in Globalization and the Law specializing

in Corporate & Commercial Law.

In April of 2018, Antonia obtained the “Best Law Student Award” in the Young

Lawyers Award Competition for her first class academic performance and her

long-standing collaboration with the European Commission in Brussels, Belgium.

In June of 2018, Antonia received the Queens Young Leaders (QYL) Award from

Her Majesty the Queen Elizabeth the II,  at the Buckingham Palace. The QYL
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Award is given to young professionals in the Commonwealth who are actively

working on addressing issues faced by their community. Antonia was awarded the

QYL Award for her work in a non-profit organisation assisting abused women with

legal representation in cases against their abusers. As one of the winners of the

QYL  Award,  Antonia  received  bespoke  training,  mentoring  and  networking

opportunities  through  a  residential  programme  created  by  the  University  of

Cambridge.

Antonia is an Associate Fellow of the Royal Commonwealth Society. She is fluent

in Greek and English.

Recent work:

Prepared and reviewed documents necessary for GDPR compliance (such as

impact  assessments,  privacy  notices,  privacy  policies,  processing

agreements  etc.

Provided legal opinions on taxation, compliance, corporate governance and

commercial matters.

Assisted in the preparation of court documents.  

Reviewed  various  contracts  and  agreements  related  to  corporate  and

commercial activities. 

Advised on matters of corporate governance, shareholder agreements and

management of trusts.

Advised on matters related to Service Level Agreements, Share Purchase

Agreements, Employment Agreements.

Assisted in the drafting of corporate documentation for the incorporation of

companies. 


